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ProcessEye is a free to use,
easy-to-use Task Manager
that monitors processes and
eliminates the need to open
Task Manager manually. It
allows users to view all
details about the active
processes, services and
Windows, and also offers
many other functions such as
killing processes, adjusting
their priority, etc. The tool
was created to be very easy
to use and configure, which
is highlighted by the familiar
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blue color and simple
interface. Task manager
features: - Processes: kill
them using the process
explorer, search the process
by name or task-id Suspend: Kill a process now,
and wait the system sends it
a shutdown / pause /
hibernate command Restart: Kill a process now,
and bring it back to life Shutdown: Kill a process
now, and send it a shutdown
/ pause / hibernate command
- Hide: Hide a process,
allowing the user to use it
later without killing it Defragment: Optimize your
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hard drive, your system will
run faster - Disconnect:
Disconnect the user from the
computer, shutting down all
active processes and saving
the system - Minimize:
Minimize a process, and
bring the title bar bar out of
the way - Maximize:
Maximize a process, and
make it take up the entire
screen - Control panel:
manage the system and view
additional settings - Process
explorer: mange Windows
processes - Driver: View the
driver details about a process
- Driver status: Display the
current driver status of all
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drivers - Download Manager:
Download manager
management - Registry:
Manage the registry - Hosts
file: Manage files and folders
on the Hosts file Miscellaneous: Play the beep
sound and display the
Computer Name - Process
explorer: Manage processes
with Process Explorer Service: Manage windows
services - Startup: Manage
autostart entries - Backup:
Backup your system Report: Manage processes
report - Misc: Add process to
favorites - Log off: Log off
the system - Show the log off
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screen: Show the log off
screen - Shutdown: Kill a
process now, and send it a
shutdown / pause / hibernate
command - Defragment:
Optimize your hard drive,
your system will run faster Disconnect: Disconnect the
user from the computer,
shutting down all active
processes and saving the
system - Hide: Hide a
process, allowing the user to
use it later without killing
09e8f5149f
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ProcessEye is a freeware
process monitoring program
which allows you to analyze,
monitor, close and kill the
processes or other processes
that are active on your
system. It supports a very
large set of files and
processes which can be
monitored. Also included is a
functionality to search files
on the computer. Why
ProcessEye? ProcessEye will
keep you informed of what
goes on inside your system.
Monitoring and
closing/killing of processes is
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very important in order to
keep your system safe and
running. System errors such
as slow boot times, program
errors, system lock-ups, etc.
can be detected and can
often be resolved if caught in
the beginning. ProcessEye
also provides a startup menu
that makes it very easy to
select process for
monitoring, among many
other things. Who uses
ProcessEye? ProcessEye is
intended for anyone who
wants to monitor and
monitor/kill processes,
shutdowns or restarts. The
program's name implies that
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ProcessEye is a process
monitoring utility but it can
also be used as a process
killer, when used in
conjunction with the Kill
Process button. The best way
of reducing system crashes is
to prevent them from
happening. The first line of
defense is to take proactive
measures to stop unwanted
processes from starting in
the first place. This can be
done manually, but we often
miss some tasks or forget
some steps. Here we are
going to present you a
program that will scan your
computer and intelligently
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uninstall all running
processes on your system.
ShrinkProcess is a program
that works as a scanner to
find and delete unwanted
files, processes, and registry
entries. It can also scan the
browser history. It provides a
very easy to use interface.
ShrinkProcess is very easy to
use. It will display the found
issues and ask you to select
one of the available actions.
You can then choose to
select one of the following
options: Automatically fix
the problem. Keep current
configuration. Don't show
this message again. Cancel.
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This program works on the
assumption that you want it
to either fix the issue or keep
current configuration. It will
only offer these two options.
It does not give any feedback
on whether it will work or
not. This program is not
perfect. If there is a file it
can not open it will not scan
it. If it encounters a process
it says it cannot kill it will
not try to kill it. It will just
say that there is nothing to
do because it does not know
what else to do. Many
applications and system files
will
What's New In ProcessEye?
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Kill active processes Check
if any files on disk are
infected with known
malware Restart, Suspend or
Shutdown a process Catch
and analyze autostart entries
Navigate through loaded
DLLs and Hosts Hide or
close windows Change
process priority level Backup
and restore the host file Scan
for malware Generate a
HTML report of all changed
settings Upload the output to
Virus Scanner Send
shutdown, restart or logoff
signal to computer BEEP
whenever a change occurs on
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the host file Close active
processes to free up RAM
Supported OS: Windows
10/8/7 ProcessEye is an
advanced Task Manager that
monitors processes,
applications, startup apps
and services, drivers, loaded
DLLs and the Hosts files,
enabling users to terminate
active processes, check for
viruses using all popular
antivirus applications via
Virus Scanner, and more.
Speedy setup and userfriendly GUI Installing the
tool is a fast and easy task,
thanks to familiar options.
The interface resembles
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Task Manager a little bit,
except that it has additional
files and offers extra
information. Perform
various operations to open
processes Apart from killing
a process, it is possible to
restart, suspend and delete it,
view the properties of the
corresponding file and open
its location in Windows
Explorer, upload it to Virus
Scanner to check for known
malware, look up files on
Google, change the process
priority level (ranging from
idle to real time), as well as
generate a report of all
visible information and
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export it to HTML format.
Tinker with apps, services,
autostart entries, drivers,
loaded DLLs and Hosts Most
of these options are also
available for services, drivers
and loaded DLLs. The Hosts
file can be edited and saved,
but not before creating
backups of the original
content or copying
information to the
Clipboard, in order to revert
settings to default if any
issues occur afterward.
When it comes to
applications, users may
close, hide, minimize or
maximize them. Autorun
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entries may also be checked
with Virus Scanner, removed
from Windows startup, and
compiled into an HTML
report. Other settings It is
possible to send a shutdown,
restart or logoff signal to the
computer from the "File"
menu, make the frame stay
on top of other windows, as
well as ask ProcessEye to
beep on changes. Evaluation
and conclusion The tool has
minimal impact on PC
performance, since it runs on
low CPU and
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System Requirements For ProcessEye:

- Radeon R9 290 or better
graphics card - Intel i5-4590
or better processor - 8 GB
RAM - Windows 7/8/10 1.2 GHz processor or faster Minimum of 4 GB of free
hard-drive space - HDMI
cable - 2 USB ports DirectX 12 support or higher
- VRAM is recommended
for this game Enjoy! This
product uses resources from
the software package: ACU
Library 1.7.5.1
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